Samsung SDS

Retail Sales
Mobility

With the ever increasing number of customers purchasing online,

what are the solutions for retailers to
keep pace?
Brick and mortar stores have till now been retailers’ key revenue
source. But with the wide spread of internet and mobile devices,
more and more retail customers browse in stores and then buy
online. This brings new challenges to customers, in-store sales
associates and store managers.

Customer

Sales Associate

Store Manager

Already well informed customers
want to have hands-on
experience with personalized
one-on-one consultations when
they visit stores. But also they
want to have the advantage of
online shopping such as quick
and easy payment in stores.

To meet high expectations of already
well-informed customers, sales
associates need to have up-to-date
knowledge about the latest products
to provide professional consultations.
As much as customers want more
convenient shopping experience,
sales associates also want to work
in an environment where they can
work more efficiently and effectively.

As more products are sold online
and retail stores are considered
outdated, store managers
face challenges of reducing
operational cost through inventory
optimization and increasing sales
by providing innovative in-store
experience to customers.

Facing these new challenges, retailers are desperately looking for answers on how to stay competitive by
increasing in-store sales while maximizing cost savings. Offering clienteling tool for personalized services,
mobile-enabled in-store environment, and in-depth analysis of customer preferences, sales performance,
and real-time inventory levels for more efficient store operation, Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility
provides the answers you are looking for.
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Enable seamless shopping experience from professional
consultation to quick payment

Ensure profitability through real-time data analysis and
inventory optimization

Maximize in-store sales effectiveness
with Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility
Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility
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Samsung SDS
Retail Sales Mobility

Values of Samsung SDS
Retail Sales Mobility

Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility is a mobile retail solution that
enables comprehensive operation and management of the entire
sales activities in retail stores.

Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility offers powerful
clienteling that increases customer satisfaction and purchase
rates without depending too much on the personal abilities of
sales associates. It also enables customers to have a onestop, seamless shopping experience, and empowers store
managers to operate their stores more efficiently based on
in-depth data analysis.

The solution covers all features necessary for the entire in-store
sales processes including product management, customer
response, payment, and post sales analysis. It helps increase
customer satisfaction, empower sales associates, and manage
stores more efficiently, ultimately improving the competitiveness
of your retail business.

Powerful Clienteling
Product
Management

Customer
Management

Inventory
Management

Product
Descriptions

Customer
Registration

Inventory Status
Lookup

Shopping Cart

Product
Comparison

Customer Data
Management

Incoming and
Outgoing Stock
Management

Order and Sales
Management

Order and Payment

Real-time
Communication of
Promotion Policies

Customer Search

Stock Audit and
Adjustment

Return, Exchange,
and Refund
Management

Real-time Application
of Sales Strategies

Purchase History
Management

Stock Allocation

Sales History
Management

Associated Product
Recommendation

Consultation History
Management

Customer Analysis

Real-time Sales
Analysis

BI Dashboard

Product Data

Basic Information
Interest
Purchase History

Product Descriptions
Sales Strategy

Payment
and Refund

Barcode Scanner
and Credit Card
Reader

One-stop Sales
Offer seamless shopping experience to customers by providing consultation
and product comparison as well as enabling order and payment right on the
spot anywhere in the store.

Product
Comparison

Payment

One-stop
Sales
Order

Promotion

Receipt Printout

Effective Operation

Analysis
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Provide personalized recommendations with product details and comparison
of similar products. Sales associatest can offer professional consultations
tailored to customer preference based on the customer’s previous purchase
and consultation history.

Clienteling Tool
Customer Data

Online/Offline Channel
Analysis

Operate retail stores and outlets efficiently based on real-time sales, inventory,
and customer data analysis. Mobile devices integrated with servers and
legacy systems can reduce manual work and enable seamless and stable
operational environment.

Credit Card Barcode
Reader
Scanner

Printer

LFD

Sales Device
Server

Backend

Product
Customer
Inventory
Sales

ERP
CRM
Online Store
SCM

Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility
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Samsung SDS Key Features

Samsung SDS
Customer Success Story

Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility offers all features
required for efficient in-store sales activities to increase
convenience for customers, sales associates and store
managers, ultimately enhancing competitiveness of your
retail business.

Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility are implemented in
many kinds of retail businesses around the world such as
electronics retail outlets, auto dealerships, and duty free
stores, improving their in-store sales competitiveness.

Product
Management

Customer
Management

Inventory
Management

Order
Creation

Provide sales associates with all the necessary
information in a timely manner, improving
customer response and building customer
loyalty
Access customer information including
purchase and consultation history in real time
to provide agile and personalized customer
service
Manage inventory systematically by accurately
monitoring incoming and outgoing stock count
and allocate excess inventory efficiently

Make the shopping experience simple and
convenient, enabling customers to check the
price and place an order on the spot

Case
Electronics Retailer A
With more than 350 stores throughout Korea, electronics retailer A found that
customer reception was mainly dependent on store clerks’ talent due to lack of a
standardized sales process in place. This made it difficult for in-store sales associates
to respond to customer needs properly as customer consultation history was not kept
track of.
To address such challenges, electronics retailer A implemented Samsung SDS Retail
Sales Mobility to standardize processes, automate in-store activities, and enable
order creation and payment on mobile devices. Sales associates make personalized
recommendations to customers according to their preference by managing their
purchase and consultation history. Moreover, sales associates are informed with all
necessary information such as product descriptions and comparison, sales policies
and promotions in real time.
As a result of offering professional services and seamless shopping experience to
customers, customers’ repurchase rate increased by 8.4%, and returns decreased
by 0.16%. The number of consultations by in-store sales associate also increased
by 17% and the salesforce’s actual working time increased 35 minutes. Additionally,
training time for sales associates is also reduced by 75%.

35 min
Payment

Delivery and
Sales Analysis

Allow customers to check out and get a receipt
from anywhere in a store, eliminating long
checkout lines

Connect home delivery to both online and
offline channels, enabling real-time sales
performance analysis and report for multidimensional analysis

0.16 %

Work Productivity of
Sales Associates

17 %
Number of Customer
Consultations by Sales
Associate

Product Returns

UP

8.4 %
Revisits and Repurchase Rate

DOWN

75%
Salesforce Training Time

Source : Research by the electronics retailer A
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Samsung SDS Retail Sales Mobility
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